
 

 

  
Abstract— Opinions are key influencers of human behavior. 

Before buying a new car or a camera people, often ask the opinions 
of friends or acquaintances. In the past years, the Internet has become 
a major source of information about products and services and for 
reviews and experience reports. Since the advent of Web 2.0 
technologies the Internet has seen an unprecedented amount of 
opinionated content in forums, blogs and Social Media such as 
Twitter and Facebook that people increasingly consult before making 
purchasing decisions or choosing travel destinations. Companies 
have realized the potential of Social Media data for personalized 
marketing, for getting user opinions on their products and services, 
for detecting new trends and business opportunities and for making 
predictions about market developments. Analyzing Social Media 
content has become a very active area of research and poses many 
interesting research questions. It has the potential of changing the 
way companies do business. However, there are challenges due to the 
large volumes of data and the velocity at which they are created, and 
Big Data technologies are required to process them efficiently. There 
are also challenges in using Social Media data due to the peculiarities 
of these media such as fake opinions and spam, jargon and slang used 
in posts or special characters and emoticons that are widely in use. 
This paper describes the state-of-the-art techniques that have been 
used in recent research to analyze Social Media content for opinion 
mining and for making predictions and proposes an approach for 
Social Media mining based on machine learning techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
INCE the advent of Web 2.0 technologies, the Web has 
seen a shift from publisher created to user created content 

[1]. Web 2.0 and Social Media (SM) facilitated the publishing 
of content by omitting the need to be able to program. 
Everyone can now post opinions, views, ideas and interests on 
any topic and they are accessible in real time from anywhere in 
the world. Facebooks’ data volume grows by more than 500 
TB every day [2]. On Twitter, more than 500 million Tweets 
are sent per day by Twitters own account [3]. This resulted in 
an unprecedented amount of opinionated data globally 
accessible for anyone from anywhere. Not surprisingly 
analyzing SM data has become a very active area of research 
since mining people’s opinions can reveal relevant market 
research information that result in more targeted business 
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decisions. SM analysis has also been used for making 
predictions on the development of financial markets [4], box 
office sales [5] or disease outbreaks [6] to name a few. To 
effectively analyze the large volumes of data, Big Data 
techniques have to be applied. First the SM data has to be 
analyzed for its opinion polarity. Opinion mining techniques 
are often adopted using Machine Learning (ML) techniques. 
ML is a growing area of data analysis. ML schemes are trained 
using historic data mimicking human learning. Once trained 
the ML scheme is applied to new, unseen data to make 
predictions. For instance, an ML algorithm can learn from past 
customers who switched to a new company to predict which 
customers are likely to change in the future.  

Opinion mining, also called sentiment analysis, is a type of 
natural language processing (NLP). It analyses people’s 
opinions, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions toward entities, 
individuals, issues, events, topics and their attributes [21]. The 
emerging research area of opinion mining deals with 
computational methods in order to find, extract and 
systematically analyze people’s opinions, attitudes and 
emotions towards certain topics [7]. Its aim is to classify 
documents, SM posts, according to their sentiment polarity. 
The classification can be binary, for instance positive or 
negative user reviews, or multiclass, where posts such as 
Tweets are divided according to mood states such as “excited”, 
“skeptical” or “angry”. Opinions can be expressed at the entity 
level, a product as a whole, for instance “the new Tesla is 
excellent”, or at the aspect level, for instance “the voice 
quality of the new iPhone is good but battery life time is 
short”, where individual features of an entity are evaluated. 
Opinion mining on SM has not only been used in academia, 
there is a growing interest from the industry to find out what 
users think of their products or services, to detect trends and 
find new business opportunities. In the past companies had to 
conduct surveys to collect and assess customer satisfaction. 
Using SM, there is no need to issue questionnaires to a sample 
set of users since all data can be analyzed. This process is also 
called SM listening.  

ML is an area of Artificial Intelligence (AI). ML techniques 
detect patterns in data and can adapt when exposed to new 
data. For instance spam filters often use ML algorithms since 
they can adapt when new types of spam appear. Opinion 
mining combined with ML techniques has been used in many 
domains. A prominent success story was the football finals in 
Brazil, where Google correctly predicted the winner of 11 out 
of the 12 final games using ML techniques [13]. Microsoft’s 
Cortana even correctly predicted the winners of all finals [14], 
however less is known about their predictive model.  

ML is a well-studied area, and ML techniques have been 
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applied to many Big Data analysis problems. However applied 
to SM there are challenges due to the large volumes and the 
variety of the data and due to the peculiarities of SM such as 
slang and jargon used in posts. This paper describes the state-
of-the-art Big Data analysis techniques that have been adopted 
in recent studies to mine opinions in SM and make predictions 
based on historic SM data. It proposes a four phase approach 
for collecting and analyzing SM data and to make predictions 
based on ensemble learning. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 
SM analysis has been used in many domains. Sentiment 

analysis is a growing area of SM mining. Nowadays social 
media services such as Twitter and Facebook are increasingly 
used by online users to share and exchange opinions, 
providing rich resources to understand public opinions [15]. 
Social correlation theories have been proposed for sentiment 
analysis by some authors [15]. Other studies have used 
computational approaches for opinion mining. Different 
opinion mining algorithms have been analyzed and 
investigated for their effectiveness [7]. Sentence splitting, 
stemming, part of speech tagger and parsing algorithms were 
applied. The researchers concluded that extensive text 
preprocessing and using algorithms that can effectively 
process noisy content performed best. Machine learning (ML) 
techniques such as supervised methods based on naïve 
Bayesian and Support Vector Machine classification as well as 
unsupervised methods using part of speech tagging have been 
proposed for political opinion mining on SM [16]. ML 
techniques have also been used for target oriented opinion 
mining using a bag-of-words supervised classifier [17]. The 
researchers achieved a classification accuracy of 0.69 for 
classifying Tweets. Other approaches used Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) [18]. LDA characterizes every document by 
a Dirichlet distribution. The similarity between documents is 
then calculated using a distance measure. The authors 
concluded that the best results were achieved using a Jaccard 
index.  

A very active area of research is predictive analysis using 
SM data. Twitter Tweets have been analyzed to make 
predictions of financial indicators based on public mood states 
[4]. The authors investigated if there is a correlation between 
certain public moods on Twitter and the development for the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) using time series 
analysis. They concluded that certain mood states do correlate 
with the development of the DJIA. Other studies analyzed 
whether box-office revenue could be predicted [5]. They 
concluded that there is a correlation between the number of 
positive Tweets and box-office revenue. They also found a 
correlation between the number of Tweets about a movie and 
the number of spectators. Similar results for stock price and 
movie box office revenue were obtained by other studies [12] 
correlating Twitter based time series.  

Sentiments can be expressed with emoticons, they have been 
used for sentiment analysis [8]. Emoticons have been treated 

similarly to sentiment words to determine the sentiment 
polarity of SM posts replacing facial expression in person to 
person interaction. 

An important step in SM analysis is data pre-processing. 
Bitter experience shows that real data is often disappointingly 
low in quality [9]. Text quality can have a significant impact 
on the opinion mining process and has been analyzed for 
several algorithms [7]. Several studies developed improved 
techniques for purifying SM data from noise and irrelevant 
content. LDA has been used for relevance filtering [12]. LDA 
is based on Latent Semantic Indexing [11]. It creates a latent 
description of relevant posts that is used to filter out irrelevant 
content. This paper builds on previous studies and proposes a 
methodology described in the next chapter. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
SM mining encompasses four phases, a data collection 

phase, a data pre-processing phase, a data mining phase and a 
post-processing phase. The first two phases comprise the data 
conditioning tasks where the data is collected and 
preprocessed for analysis. In the analysis phase, the data is 
mined for actionable patterns and correlations are searched 
for [11]. In the post-processing phase, the data is often 
visualized, or reports are generated. In this phase sometimes 
predictive analysis is performed, it is also called the predictive 
phase. It is executed when data is not only mined to 
understand the underlying structure and detect patterns, but 
when projections of future events are seeked for. Each phase 
can go through several iterations. Data mining typically goes 
through many iterations until satisfactory results are achieved. 
The four phases are described in the next chapters. 

A. Data collection 
Data of the big SM sites such as Facebook or Google+ can 

be accessed through Application Programming Interfaces 
(API). The data can thus be accessed programmatically using 
Java, Python or any other programming or script language. For 
instance, Facebook has a Graph API that can be used for 
posting and retrieving data. Twitter has a query API to access 
historic tweets. Twitter also provides a streaming API to 
access real-time data. The “firehose” API gives access to 
100%, the “gardenhose” API to 10% and the “spritzer” API to 
1% of real-time Tweets. Recently Facebook has also added a 
streaming API to its interfaces. However on many SM sites 
free access is usually limited. Full access such as Twitters 
“firehose” API is usually very costly, only the “gardenhose” 
and “spritzer” API are free. Also, SM sites have often changed 
access to their data through APIs for instance by introducing 
quotas. Some SM sites such as LinkedIn have almost 
completely shut down access through APIs. 

A data mining task usually begins with understanding the 
domain. Opinions are expressed differently depending on if 
they are about political events, products or holiday 
destinations. So in the data collection phase not only the 
access methods have to be evaluated, but also the search terms 
have to be defined. 
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B. Data pre-processing 
Raw data is seldom in a form that is useful for data mining. 

SM data is noisy, full of irrelevant information for analysis and 
contains a lot of spam. The data has thus to be cleaned, and 
relevance filtered first. Data cleaning is a time-consuming and 
labor-intensive procedure, but one that is absolutely necessary 
for successful data mining [9]. For opinion mining, only the 
phrases expressing the sentiment have to be extracted. Opinion 
mining is highly domain specific, and the first task is to define 
the sentiment words to look for. For instance an opinion can be 
expressed using sentiment word such as “great”, “excellent”, 
“awful”, using verbs such as “like”, “love”, for instance “the 
new iPhone is great” or “I like this car”. Sentiments can also 
be expressed using idioms such as “this car cost me an arm and 
a leg” or words that don’t hold a sentiment, for instance “this 
beer is flat”. Other common tasks in opinion mining are stop 
words removal, finding word stems using stemming algorithms 
and grouping the different inflected forms of a word so it can 
be analyzed as a single item using lemmatization algorithms. 
Once the sentiment words or phrases have been defined for a 
specific domain, the SM posts can be analyzed for their 
sentiment polarity. A list of sentiment words is called a 
sentiment lexicon, and these approaches are called sentiment 
lexicon based opinion mining. 

ML algorithms usually don’t process text as input, they need 
a feature vector. Texts have to be represented in the vector 
space based on Vector Space Modeling (VSM). Feature 
vectors can be word frequencies of sentiment words, part of 
speech (POS) or sentiment polarity shifters, or word weights. 
Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 
is one of the best known term weighting methods [23]. It is 
defined as: 

  )log(,,
t

dtdt df
Ntfw ×=               (1) 

where tft,d is the number of occurrences of term t in the 
document d, N is the number of document in the collection and 
dft, is the number of documents, in which term t appears [23]. 
The posts are then classified according to their sentiment 
polarity based on their similarity using a distance measure such 
as the Euclidian distance, the Manhattan distance or the 
Chebyshev distance. 

Another approach to creating inputs for ML algorithms is 
creating bag-of-words. A bag-of-words is a list of all the words 
in a text disregarding grammar or word order. They are often 
used when mining news articles for opinions, but can be 
applied to SM data too. Bag-of-words based approaches model 
news articles by vector space model which translates each 
news piece into a vector of word statistical measurements, 
such as the number of occurrences, etc. [22]. Bag-of-words are 
suitable as inputs for ML algorithms. They have the advantage 
that some of the data cleaning steps such as stemming or 
lemmatization can be omitted, however, they tend to perform 
less well when a lot of slang terms or special characters such 
as emoticons are used in posts. 

C. Data mining 
Data is mined to understand the underlying structure of the 

data and to make predictions based on historic data. It is the 
process of finding useful, actionable patterns in data and 
transform the raw data into knowledge. Opinion mining of SM 
posts is a text classification problem where posts are classified 
according to their sentiment polarity. SM posts can also be 
categorized using clustering techniques [24]. ML techniques 
are a suitable way for classification as well as clustering. 

There are many ML learning techniques. They fall into three 
categories, supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised ML 
models. Supervised ML techniques are used when the class 
label is known. For instance, when classifying Tweets into 
positive and negative Tweets, the class labels are “positive” 
and “negative”. Supervised techniques are used for 
classification and regression, unsupervised techniques are used 
for clustering when the class label is not known. Semi-
supervised methods are used when there is a small amount of 
labeled data and large amounts of unlabeled data. For instance 
in genome sequencing there is usually a small sample size n 
and a large number of markers p, “large p small n problem”. 
Semi-supervised techniques can alleviate this problem [20]. 
The model is first trained using the small sample set, then it is 
applied to the large, unlabeled data set. 

Ultimately we want to find a decision function ƒ, which 
classifies SM posts according to their sentiment polarity. In the 
case of binary sentiment classification, we group posts into 
positive, P, and negative, N, reviews. If we denote the set of all 
posts by T, we search for a function ƒ:T → {P,N}. We use a 
random set of pre-classified training posts {(t1,c1), (t2,c2),…, 
(tn,cn)}, where ti ∈ T and ci ∈ {P,N} to train the learning 
scheme. 

Experience shows that no single machine learning scheme is 
appropriate to all data mining problem [9]. Usually, several 
ML schemes are trained, and the one that has the best 
classification accuracy will be chosen. ML techniques include 
naïve Bayes classifier, decision tree induction, Support Vector 
Machines (SVM), artificial Neural Networks (aNN) and k-
Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), but there are many more. They are 
well studied and have been applied in virtually any data 
mining domain. ML techniques such as aNN can handle very 
complex problems and give good approximations. However, 
they also tend to become complex themselves making it 
difficult to optimize. SVM are similar to aNN but are much 
simpler.  

1) Support Vector Machines 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are based on statistical 

learning theory. SVM create a feature space or vector space 
defined by a similarity matrix (kernel) and create a hyperplane, 
an affine decision surface, to separate the training set. Support 
vector machines select a small number of critical boundary 
instances called support vectors from each class and build a 
linear discriminant function that separates them as widely as 
possible [9]. They maximize the distance from the closest 
training samples and transcend the limitations of linear 
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separations by including nonlinear terms and thus creating 
higher order decision boundaries. The techniques are related to 
the perceptron, which separates the training data set using a 
linear function. Perceptrons can be organized in 
interconnected layers creating a multilayer perceptron, an 
artificial neural network, to create a nonlinear decision 
boundary. Multilayer perceptrons allow to get approximations 
for very complex problems, however, they are complex in 
itself. SVM are a much simpler alternative and have become 
very popular in recent research.  

If the training data is linearly separable, then a pair (w, b) 
exists such that:  

wTxi + b ≥ 1, for all xi ∈ P 
wTxi + b ≤ -1, for all xi ∈ N 
with the decision rule given by: 
 

       ∫ +=
bw

T bxwx
,

)sgn()(      (2) 

 
where w is termed the weight vector and b  the bias (or − b  

is termed the threshold) [20]. 
SVM have been used primarily for classification, but they 

can also be used for regression. 
2) Ensemble learning 

Combining the output of several different models can make 
decisions more reliable. This process is called ensemble 
learning. Prominent methods include bagging, boosting and 
stacking. By combining several weak learning schemes, it is 
often possible to create a strong one. Ensemble learners have 
performed astonishingly well, but researchers have been 
struggling to explain why. For example, whereas human 
committees rarely benefit from noisy distractions, shaking up 
bagging by adding random variants of classifiers can improve 
performance [9]. Ensemble learning can comprise hundreds of 
models which makes it difficult to understand which factors 
improve the performance. 

Probably the best performing ensemble learning scheme is 
boosting. Boosting combines models that complement each 
other. The models are of similar type, for instance, decision 
trees. Boosting iteratively builds models based on the 
performance of the last model such that the new model is 
trained on instances that were incorrectly classified by the last 
trained model. This only works well if each model correctly 
classifies a significant amount of data. Also boosting doesn’t 
tread models equally but contrary to bagging weights a 
model’s contribution by its confidence. 

A boosting method designed specifically for classification is 
AdaBoost. AdaBoost calculates the weight of a model based 
on the models overall error e. The error rate is just the 
proportion of errors made over a whole set of instances, and it 
measures the overall performance of the classifier [9]. The 
weight w is then calculated as: 

      
e

ew
−

−=
1

log         (3) 

Ensemble learners have many properties that make them 

very suitable for SM data analysis. For instance models that 
identify spam with high accuracy such as the naïve Bayes 
classifier or perceptron [27] can be combined with models that 
are performing well in relevance filtering or classification thus 
creating a stronger learner than a single trained model. 

Ensemble learners adopt a divide and conquer strategy in 
that they combine different learners with different accuracies 
in order to obtain a composite model that leverages the 
weakness of each single model. For example, Instance 
Selection (IS) is often used to handle noise [25]. Combining 
such a model with a model that is suitable for a specific 
classification problem can improve classification accuracy and 
also reduce the effort that goes into data pre-processing. SM 
data can thus be processed by different models, models that 
eliminate spam, models for relevance filtering and finally 
models for the actual classification. 

Ensemble learners can handle very complex data mining 
problems, but they can become very complex themselves 
which runs counter to Occam’s razor, which advocates 
simplicity. Loss of interpretability is a drawback when 
applying ensemble learning, but there are ways to derive 
intelligible structured descriptions based on what these 
methods learn [9]. Ideally instead of having an ensemble of 
learners, which makes it very difficult to interpret what kind of 
information has been extracted from what data, a single model 
would be preferred. If the ensemble learner is composed of 
decision trees, it is possible to combine them into a single 
structure, but it might still be difficult to interpret. An 
alternative are LogitBoost trees, which induce trees using 
linear-logistic regression models at the leaves. LogitBoost is 
an extension to the AdaBoost algorithm. It replaces the 
exponential loss of Adaboost algorithm to conditional 
Bernoulli likelihood loss [28]. If the LogitBoost algorithm is 
run until convergence, the result is a maximum-likelihood, 
multiple-logistic regression model. Running till convergence 
occurs is often not feasible due to performance issues when 
run against future, unseen data. However, it usually not 
necessary to wait until convergence to obtain good results. 
AdaBoost and LogitBoost are a very efficient classification 
method on balanced data sets. In real-world data, it is quite 
common to have unbalanced classification data and 
extensions to LogitBoost have been proposed [28],[29] to 
overcome this problem. 

IV. CHALLENGES 
Opinion mining remains a challenging area of research. 

Next to the regular challenges such as sentence boundary 
disambiguation, word disambiguation, and sarcasm detection, 
SM sites have certain properties which pose additional 
problems. 

Spam has become a major issue on the Internet. Fake 
opinions are very difficult to detect, and opinion spammers 
often have fake identities (sock puppet, catfish). 

Slang and jargon used in SM posts pose a major challenge 
for opinion mining. It is often specific to certain types of sites 
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such as dating sites, political discourse forums or product 
review sites. Also, many SM sites have specific characteristics 
such as the dollar sign denoting a company, e. g. “$AAPL” for 
Apple Inc. or the hash tag “#” denoting the subject in Tweets. 
Abbreviations such as LOL (Lough out loud), IMHO (In my 
humble opinion) or AFAIK (As far as I know) are also widely 
in use, especially on microblogging sites where the number of 
characters per post is limited. 

Noisy texts pose additional challenges since many ML 
algorithms such as naïve Bayes don’t handle it very well. Also, 
SM posts tend to be grammatically less correct and have many 
spelling errors which makes for instance sentiment lexicon 
based opinion mining or POS tagging less accurate. Often 
spelling errors are intended, for example for emphasis, e. g. 
“Gooooooood camera”. 

Most learning algorithms try to learn from noisy data by 
modeling the maximum likelihood output or least squared 
error, assuming that noise effects average out [26]. However, 
this method only works well for symmetrical noise 
distributions. Sources of noise in SM are typically 
asymmetrical, and many classification schemes such as naïve 
Bayes do not work well in these conditions. 

SM site users decide themselves if they want to post an 
opinion on a certain subject, and the self-selection bias 
applies. 

Identifying background topics that have been discussed for a 
long time and that are irrelevant to the public’s opinion is 
another issue that has to be addressed. Text clustering and 
summarization techniques are not appropriate for this task 
since they will discover all topics in a text collection [10]. 

Lastly, there are challenges inherent in ML techniques. 
Some models such as decision trees or aNNs tend to be 
overfitted. Overfitting occurs when the model captures noise 
instead of the actual opinion phrases. It happens when a model 
becomes too complex, and Occam’s razor applies. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Ensemble learners have worked surprisingly well when 

analyzing SM data. They are very robust also when data is 
noisy. However applying them requires a lot of experience and 
more research in certain areas is highly desirable. Making 
ensemble learners simpler by analyzing which features 
contribute to what extent to the result is one of the goals of our 
research. Ultimately we would like to have a learner that 
consists of only one model or at least only a few models with a 
clear separation of which model extracts what information. 
Simplifying models without losing predictive performance is 
an area where we would like to see more research effort. 

Data pre-processing is an important step, and there seems to 
be much less research in data cleaning and feature selection 
than in the actual data analysis tasks. Spam or fake opinion 
detection remains difficult and more studies in this area could 
improve classification accuracy a lot. Feature selection is at 
least as important as selecting the most suitable learning 
scheme, and more research could lead to improved data 

mining results. 
Correlation doesn’t mean causation. If there is a correlation 

for instance between the number of positive Tweets and the 
sales volume of a product it doesn’t mean there is also a causal 
link. It is generally difficult to find the exact causes of 
sentiment variations since they may involve complicated 
internal and external factors [10]. A more holistic research 
approach could analyze the factors that influence positive 
reviews and product sales and lead to a clearer understanding 
of the causation. 

Most studies treat every post equally. But some posts might 
be more influential because more people read them, or the 
poster has a higher authority. There has been some research on 
finding influential people in SM or in analyzing the online 
authority of users. Analyzing the impact of for instance 
opinion Tweets would improve opinion mining since some 
Tweets might be more influential because they have more 
followers or are more authoritative. SM posts could then be 
graded by their influence that would improve the predictive 
power of SM analysis. 
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